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Objectives:

The program objectives 4ubmittep to NCATE for. ELE 201: The Teaching

of Mathematics are designed to emphasize methods and techniques used in teaching

elementary pupils and developing understanding of the basic laws and principles

of mathematics. The program proyides the opportunity Tor'each stildent to

participate as a teaching aide in a-public school system.
4

The major:goals are to:

A. build awareness of algebra and.geometry as parts of

the Al entary mathematics program.

devilo the understanding necessary to plan a meaning-,

ful, rposeful, and realistic mathematics program.

C h studehts broaden their scope of mathematics and

professional literature,about it.

D. emphasize the structure of the Hindu-Arabit number

system and shot!, how it operated in the various processes.

E. guide students in clarifying the essentials of our

system of numeration,,including the decimal system. .. ,

F. jgive emphasis to the provision for discovery of facts,

--mmirigs; and procedures leading to.insight and unaer-

standing.
,

G., help students recognize Snd provide for the great

.range of ability in an elementary class.
,

H. *develop in students the ability to qommunicate ideas
.

%
involving quantitative relationships through a rich

and meaningful vocabulary. ,

,

'I. emphasize the use of the kinds pf materials needed to

teach mathematics effectively, such as exploratory,

visual, and symbolic materials.

!,

J. help students realize that what is to be learned should

be presented in such a way that the perception of _

generalizations and relationships is facilitated.

K. build a realization of the importance of ifsing a wide

variety of learning experiences and instructional

materfals adApted to each child's ,level of development.

L. emphasize learning as a growth process which leads grad-

ually to responses of increasingly more mature levels.

M. clarify the principle of learning that the necessary "
practice to develop control and proficienty of skills

should not be assigned until the learner understands
what he is to practice.

0
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W. develop an appreciation'of the role of mathematics

in our rapidly changing society.

0. develop in mnder:itanding of the dppendence of civi-

lization upon adequate-mathematiO:

Suggested experiences ipclude:

A. 'using as resources the basic textbook, magazine
articles, and prelessidnal books.

B. viewing'films and filmstrips as a group and-individualf

_examining and evald'atihg-basal textbooks along with
th.eir teacher's 'editions and manual-s.

D. helping students express the history of the develop-
ment of the mathematics program with emphasis on
current research, content, and practice.

E. observing the teaching of mathematics by cooperating
teachers in the'college demonstration school, and
following up observations.

F. developing irithmetic teaching-aid materials and
activities planned toward spectfic skills and/dr
concepts for definite achievement levels.

G. participation in sub-group discussions relative to
methods, techniques, materials, activities, equipment,
and other Pertinent areas.

examining standardized tests.

I. furtheri-ng in actual sesslons Vie students' skll'Is in

mathematics in such as sets,Aumeration, number bases,

number line, mathematical sentences, and geometry.

keeping a file of ideas in such forms as a handbook,

a notebook, or:a note card file.

particfpating as a teacher-aidet1a public school system:

ID

Text and suggested supplementary books are:

The textbook is Emma E. Ho1n6' Mathematics Instiliction

for Children Wadsworth Publishing Co., Inc., 1-68.

A. 4Ashlock, Robert B. and Herman, Wayne L., Jr. Current
Research in Elementary School Mathematics. Macmillan, 1970.

A

4

Buckeye, Donald A. and Ginther, John L. Ceeative
Canfield Press, 1971.

Vs
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C. Copeland, Richard W. .How Children Learn Mathematics.

Macmillan,.1970. ,

p. Cumas, Enoch. Math ACtivities for Child Involvement.
ATlyn and BaconT/Fc'.f 1971:

E. irastensi Helen L. and Jatkson, Stanley B. Mathematics

for Elementary School Teachers. MaCmillan, 1961..

's

F. ,,Heddens, James W. Tod 's Mathematics. SeCond edition,

'Science Research Assoc ates, fnc., '064.

G. Heimer, Ralph T. and Newman, Mariam S. The New
Mathematics FOR Parents. Holt, RineharT714Witon, Inc.,
1965.

4.

H. Htrgchi, L. Edwin. Building Mathematics.Concepts in
Grldes Kindergarten t r u International

Textbook Company, 19 .

I. Kidd, Kenneth P. and others. The Laboratory Approach ,

to Mathematics. Science Reseai-a- Associates, Inc., T970.

J. Kramer, Laas. Problems in the Teaching of Elementary '

iK

chool Mathematics. Allyn iiij-Bacon, Inc., 1979.

K ramer, Laas. Teching Elementary School Math. ematim

Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 070.

L. Lovell, Kenneth. That.owth of Understanding in.
Mathematics: Kindergarten through Grade Three.
Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1971.

M. May, Lola June. Teaching Matilematics in.the Elementary
4 School. The Free Pres, 1970.

N. McMeen, George H. and GoodfellOw, Homes W. Fundamentals

of Mathematics. American Book Company, 1969.

.

Journals suggested:

A. The Arithmetic Teacher

B. Gragp Teacher

1 C. The Instructor e

11,



I The foregoing objectives have been synthesized toonly six objectives.
A careful reading will demonstrate that the previous fifteen objectives*are
aftered to in the more parsimonious listing. These objectives are:

Demonstrate appropriately, PsAho-motor and perceptual aids in con-
ceptualizing mathematicssconcepts and skills.

2. Demonstrate theability to sequence learning from "real experiences"
to the more abstract form of experience: ,

3. Demonstrate a variety of ways of reinforcing learning for mastery.
WI/

Demonstrate knowledge of affective concerns in'learning mathematics
and how to deal, with them.

5. Demonstrate knowledge of the scope and sequence of concepts and skills
.taught from kindergarten through the eighth.grade.

6. Demonstrate the ability to help learners attain an:identified. objeCtive.

JO.

An examination of4igure.l.should aid the reader in seeing the process
.used in meeting these objectives. The foUr objectives fall into two general,
categories: 1) Teaching though Developmental,and Mastery Strategies (four-
objectives) and 2) Determining What to:reach by Examining Loals and Assessments .

(two objectives). These Dbjectives are met both without children (by using
guided assignments) and with children (in thF5Ublic school,environment).
(For-more detail please examine Appendix A of this document.14

OBJECTIVES

Teaching through
Developmental and
Mastery
Strategies

-Aids
-Sequencing
- Reinforcing

- Inciting Learner
affect

Pre-assessmentl

Determining What
to Teach by Examining
Goals and Assessments.

- Curriculum scope

and sequence
-Consequence of
teaching

'WITHOUT CHILDREN WITH CHILDREN

Guided
Assignments

Assignments
[

Figure 1.

- Select and use

appropriately

- Challenge

learners at the
appropriate level
of understanding

- Build on the

experience of the
learner

Post-assessment

-Modify teaching .

based on learner
feedback.



The Population of. ELE .201 and SME. 100, 150, 200, 250

Historically, the clastructure.of ELE 201 has been compqsed of twenty
/

( .

.

five to thirty five undergraduate students of varyingtackgroundS and iPterests.
,---At MSU the student tends to be at the sophOmore level. The majbrity of students

are female.around the age.of twenty. Usually, the student has one of the two
required university mathematics courses for teachers behind them. More often
than not,'studen.ts enter ELE, 201 with a "fear of.mathematics": Increasi6gly, the

students tRat comprise ELE 201 are transfers from an accredited junior or-
community'college.

'
.%

'The NSF funded Integrated Science and Mathematics Education Project fs
in its second year oT operation., The studeas are invaTiably loa msu '

matdculating students. Ione (at this writing) ai.e.transfers.s Again the students
are Orimarily female but-all start in the projectin the freshman year. Class

size is usually a studeht-teacher ratio of ten-to-One.

PROCEDURES USED BY MURRAY STATE
TRAINING ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHERS IN THE

AREA OF MATHEMATICS/
I.

Figure 2, below, provides a graphic description of the two approaches now
in use by MSU in preparing pre-service teachers to teach elementary school

, mathematics. They areboth sjmilar in terms of academic_credit hours. One is

N.TRADITiONAL PROGRAM

N5F FUNDED
ISMEP-__

.

,

. .

---4
.

. ..

Cr. Hrs.

MAT 115 - Fund.Concepts I '3

MAT 315 - Fund.Concepts II 3

ELE 201 - Teaching of Math. # 3

BIO 101 - Gen.. Biology 4

Phy.Sci.- (Several Choices) 4

Sci. Elec. - (Several Choices ) 4

ELE 502 - Teaching of Sci. 3
.

.

.

SME 100
SME 150
SME 200
SME 250

.
. t

.

.

.

Cr% Hrs.

.. :

.6

6

,.

,

Figure 2. .

spread over two years and the other over a period from two to four years. T*
content of both programs differ significantly in the are of science (both in

science content and in the methodbOogy for teaching science). As for mathematics,

the programs differ in philo.sophy and in methodology. (A sample of SME100 is
attached as Appendix B.)

-Both approaches to teacher educatiOn argue appropriate development in teacher

skill and .literacy. Both approaches argue appropriate development in' teaching

pre-service teachers how to teach, Some discussion on these questions are forth-- . )

coming in the next area for discussion - PRELIMINARY SELF ASSESSMENT.



PRELIMJNARY SELF ASSEMENT.

\\, .
Ideally, the philosophical foundations for the JSMEP Project are most desirable.

It,appears that given-the limitations in attempting to coordinate the efforts of

a tOrge number of instructors that are attempti-ng to teach two.related subjects,

the integration of these subjects in a "modular" format might enhance the co-

-hesiveness necessary for teacher training. In an isolated environment there would

be no problemt. However, since the ISMEP approach-4t not in an isolated environment

but rather is a part of a university system and a system of universities; close

examination of the impact_of ISMEP is in order.

. .

During the second academic year of ISMEP, the enrollment of ELE 201 will be

seriously impacted. In fact, the population of ELE 201 will be made up of students

Wat haveorimarily, scheduling "problems" due to trahsfering, returning to school

after an absence, a desire for a second major outside of teacher education, itC.

QUESTION: HAS THIS PROGRAM TRANSITION BEEN CLEARED BY THE UNDERGRADUATE ACADEMIC

STUDIES COMMITTEt?

A related problem is the not-ion that the university is changing its program

fbr teacher education in mathematics and science with no real involvement of

elementary education staff, etc. QUESTION: DOESN'T IT SEEM REASONABLE THAT

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION FACULTY BE INVOLVED THROUGHOUT THIS TRANSITION PERIOD?.

ESPECIALLY, IN THE LIGHT THAT ELEMENTARY EDUCATION FACULTY ARE GOING TO BE SERVING

IN ISMEP. QUESTION: IS IT POSSIBLE THAT THE UNIVERSITY IS MAKING A STRONG AND

CLEAR STATEMENT ABOUT EFFECT.IVE TEACHER EDUCATION -- THE LESS INVOLVEMENT BY

EbUCATIONIST, THE BETTER? Sufficed to s'ay, curricula changes have been observed

and without justification,or approval by an academic committee.

PROBLEM: THE UNDERGRADUATE TEACHER±EDUCATION POPULATION IS STABILIZING

AND IS TENDING TO BE DECREASING IN NUMBER. Isn't it reasonable to examine-the

impact of ISMEP on faculty studeni ratio, nesource-materials, budgeting, etc.? :

Concomitantly students are being asked)to be relatively sure of S career as a

teacher by.ma4rilig a commitment of ten semester hours pe first semester. 'By the

end of the seco d semest-er,.there will be a total commitment of sixteen semester

hours to elementary education. At the'same time, the university must be relatively

sure that the philosophy used with our pre-service teachers- is going to be some-,

what useable in the school that our graduates w44,1 someday be employed. An

example of a contemporary, existential probleu -is the notion that ISMEP students

spend at'much, if not more, in science meds-gs in the mathematics mods. Our

graduates will not find such.distribution of emphasiS in many school situations

for some time to come.

Also, there is rea'Son to'believe that the mathematics component within

ISMEP is not as interesting or desirable as is the science component. Perhaps

this is due-to the iindividualized technique being used or-the natute of the materials.

-In any case, my recdmmendation is notYjoack away from ISMEP but to examine the

following immed4atelY:

1. Are pre-service elementary school teachers being adequately and
appropriately trained as teachers of elementary school mathematics

, and science?

.2. What problems exist that are going to discourve students from

entering elementary schbbl teaching?

3. Is it a 'viable structure to "integrate"Illathematics and science

here at MSU?

a
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4. What staffing problems are going to exist when NSF funding ceases?.

5. Is it beneficial to "house" teacher training programs to the students

disadvantage? :
II

6. What philosophical and economical problems exist when there are, in e'

fact, two teach& models on campus?

RECOMMENDATIONS

-Because ISMEP is a worthwhiie'venture and has the potential of succeeding,

the following recommendations are being made:

1. Freshman students sbould continue to be. randomly assigned one-half

to ISMEP and one-half to iffe-traditional.

2. EleMentary education faculty #b mathematics and science be assigned

immediately.

11.,

3. Some form of clustering oi mods be 4termined for academic-course

equivalencies.

The resource center be planned for either the library or Wells

Hall -- the graduate program mpst reflect MSU's advancement

as well.

No new progran pre-seAfice teacher education in math and .

science be adopted at MSU until approval by the undergraduate

r studies committee:

440"

JO.
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Objectives:
a--

,

The program objectives submitted tp NCATE for. ELE 50'8 Teaching Modern

,
Mathematics are designed to give teachers de ',in modern mathemitics. It

provides opportunities for competency ift*od..4 iiathematics aslIP11 as' familiarity'

. with 'current trends in teaching techniques. (
,

'1114

,The major objectives are to:
_

, A. introduce sets and theitechniques for descrjbing,them.

B. study the beginnings of numerations and the numeration
. ,-
systems.

dmphasize the importance of place value in base 10

and 'other bases:

D. br9açlen the student's understanding of 91e four
mathematical operations as they relate to modern
mathematics, both in material and method.

E. 410vejop a better understanding of points, lines, planes,
closed curves, polygons, and angles.

F. explore /the role of algebra and geometry in the
elementary school.

G. broaden the scope of number& and operations relating
tq whole numbers, rational 'lumbers, fractions17and
real numbers.

H. emphasize the use of 'the kinds of materials needeq to

teach measurement.

I. discuss applications anItodels such as problem
solving and number sentences.

J. discuss blending of the conceptual, the computational,
and the applications of modern mathematics in the
carriculum.

familiarize stUdent with new methods and materials.

Suggested experiences.include:

A. using_as resources the text, professional books, recent--
magazine articles, and supplementany materials for
'both remedial and developmental elementary programs.

1
B. viewing films and filmstrips relating to materials an d

methods..

C. participating in a group discusiion on techniques for
introducing basic concepts.

a.
I V

41,
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D: engaging in problem solving sessions..

4.

E. _eXamining e1ementary school'textbooks on modern -

tattlertics,

ap

FT Voing.resEarch into the back0ound of oUr number system.

G. demonstritilig various teaching lechniques.

H: pursUlng a depth study in mime area of m mathematics

in either method, matèrials', or histort evelcipment.

I. -evaluating the e-ffectiveness of change inrthe elementary

schdol.mathematics program.
.

,

.

evaluating_new_provams in_modern ele entary school,

-mathematics.
I 5

K. working with,elementary sctiool chil ren in a clinical

situation.
,

"text and suggisted supplementary books are:'

The textbook is School Mathematics Study Group's Studies in Mathematics, A

Brief Course in Mathematics for Elementary School TeacheriVoTume IX. LeTand

Stanford Junior University, Ign.

A, Ashlock, Robert B. and Hermon, Wayne L., Jr. Currents

Research in Elementary School Mathematics. Macm111an,

1970.

R. Fehr, Howard F. ContemporarylMathematics for Elementary

Teachers. D. C. Heath, 1D6t:

Hirschi, L. Edwin. Bbilding Mathematics. Conce ts in

Grades K-8. International Textbook Company,

D. Morris and Topfer. Advancing in Mathematics. Science

Research Associates, 1964:

Nahikian; Howard M. Topics in Modern Mathematics.

Macmillan, 1966.
c

F. Scott-, Lloyd. Trends in Eldmentary School Mathematics.

Rand McNally, 1966. -

G. Strain, Robert L. and Nicholi, Eugene D. Understanding

Arithmetic. HoltI,RInehart, and Winston 1965.

The objectives listed :"aboval came In response to the "new matheMatics" era.

There were many terms and procedures with which practicing teachers had little

background. However, the curriculum no longer reflects the "strangeness" of the

"new mathematics". Therefore,. the above' objectives are obsolete. For students

entering elementary education and needing certification, which calls for indication

of mathematiO competency, MAT 517 is a coul-se designed for such students.
de
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Consequently, ELE 508sas originally proposedsis of little'use And may tend to be

repetitive rather than enhancing.

In xespobse io the needIto offer a survey course in,teaching elementary

school mathematics at the graduate level, the following set of objectives were"
determihed for ELE 508:

Prerequ)sites:

. -Undergraduate methoits in Maching elementary school mathematics.

:Perceptual/tactile methods for teaching arithmetic and'basic math concepts.

*-The procesi of abstraction. N

Instructor identified objectiyes for this course:
1

1. Differentiate between what is being taught and what is being learned
in the math class.

Identify and resolve some common problems in.teaching math in thek
-.elementary school.

3. Demonstrate strategies for selecting and/or designing instructional
materials for situation Specific learning. (culture/work)

4. Demonstrate method& in teaching arithmetic.

5. Demonstrate methods for teaching mathematics.

6. Demonstrate methods of evaluation and assessment.

7. Demonstrate methods for teachfng the International System of Measures.

8. Demonstrate methods for approximating individualization.

The above listing of objectives has been determikied to enhance the teaching
of elementary 'school.mathematics without being a duplicate of the undergraduate

, methods class. The past year's attempt to meet 'such objectives, has fostered

many observations. Before &haring those observations% a look at the'population

and the procedures used is necessarly.

'Population:

Thepopulation is varied indeed. There are elementary school teachers ,

from various instructional levels, from various school situations and with varying

reasons as to why they ,are taking the course. There are secondany teachers seeking

endorsement as elementary school teachers. SoTe secondary teachers are trying tp/

find,wps to help poorer students ih 'arithmetic: Some are seeking ani easy "A"

at the graduate level for various reasons. There are pre-service undergraduates ;

that are seeking "in depth" training in the teaching of mathematics. There are
special education majors and reading.specialists that heed the class as 4 requirement

for graduation. There are those education majors,that are taking the clAts
because it is the.only elective available for their present scheduling needs.

There are those Who really don't need the course but must take it: Those students
getting their Masters.take it. Those students getting their Thirty Hours. above

1°,1
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take it. Those students getting their specialist degrees take'lt. As you

can see, the course often tends to be a catch all that. must meet the needs

of many kinds of'students and*Very often falls faOhort.of the Mark because

of such constraints.

Procedures in Meeting Course Objectives:

The assumption for ELE 508 is that it is to be.an enhatitement of the teaching

of mathematics in the elementary school. This would imply that there areipre-

requisite experiences that have already been met. Hopefully, an undergraduate .

methods class would have beer' takeh as well as an undergraeuate ( or its

equivalent) ln the fundamentals of arithmetic and geometry.
--x

As was expected, stidents Would be of varking backgrounds as preyiously
descObed in the Population section of this paper. Therefore, the ELE 508 experience

had to be both an enhancement" experience as well'as a "fundimentals" experience

in arithmetic and geometry along with the related methodology., (Believe mef

This is a no-win situation,) HenZeTELE 508 in actual design is now fairly non-
traditional in its Itructure as a graduate and is an undergraduate course.

TO objectives for TIE 508 are being presented as a philosophical base to

allow thstructors the flexibility necessary to meet the needs (as best as possible)

of students depending on the following variables:

On Campus Fall and Spring

. Off Campus Fall and_Spring
On Campus - Summer.

The variable of when and wherg the course is offered tends to reflect the,

nature of,the student taking the class. The ramification and recommendation

for this concern will be reflected irthe.discussion that follok in the section

entitled Recommendattons.

The parAdigm for implementing EUE 508 is a rather simple one, Tile main

Oal is toenhance the methodology and the mathematics understanding Of students

as well as to enhance (affect) hpw teachers teach mathematics to elementary

school children The main feature delfvering this approach is via high

studentinvolvement. That is tb say, the approach is to get students to actually
,

"teach" as much as possible. theorizing and philosophying is ificidental to
rationOiz ing the approach that is being or that has\been used with children.

V"'
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Procats for Determihing Course.Objectives

:Students /
: instructor identified1:---ioidescribe their
I objectives ' bacWound5
A

1 7 IT

t r
i

i 'Student gives
1

:-...-----.>:his/her objectives:

'for the course '
1

6ourse Objectives=
Instructor identified objecti9es

Student identified objectives

t.

Students Enhance
Methodology and Math Understanding'
via experiencing
successful teaching,

journals
- guided activities in class
- incidental lectures

ximr. MD,

A

Students Enhance- Teaching
Oa

.-Discussion and Solutions
'to "real" problems
encounterAl by w

elementary school
teachers

ik FEEDBACK via student assessment of their "level of
cilbfort" with each of the instructor and student tdentified

objectives

Figure 3.

S.
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Preliminary Self-Assessment: ,

# I
m

Thecpracti.ellity of the course structure presented in Figure 3 above is

' a good "second beA" alterpative in meeting the goals of the population that tends

to take the courseELE 50g. The emphasis here is on "second best". It is a *

sincere hope that Murray State University is seeking the best. Thecefore,

this section will'attempt to outline, in/detail, the nature of-problems thatiplague

ELE 508 and.its place in the undergraduate, fifth year, masters,, and'thirty Nimrs -,

abeve programt. Some-suggested avenues for immovement will be outlined in.the,,

last section (Recommendations).
_r-

,

. .
,

-

. - .
;

. ,

A

The course is used Iv students to meet one of several personal,objectives
,r . - e ,- ,

-as an elective for-the Bachelo.rs 4egree
--.

.

. -as an elective for the Masters degree-elementary'. .

,.

-as-.an elective-for-the Maqters clegi.ee.special education. ' , -

-as an elective for the Mag*ers degree-reading
,

.1 ft

-aS an:elective for the Fifth Year Program . ., ,

4. ,.7as aq elective for the Thirty Hours Above'Masters Program:

The MSU catalog gives the following description for ELE 508:/

"Teaching Modern Mathematics - Designed to give elementaryjeachers
dep0,in modern mathematics. Students become familiar with current
trends and prograths and develop competency in guiding children in
developing mathematical concepts."

Here, the worol "depth", "trends", And "competency" are very meaningful but tend

to,imply a "surirey7 set of experiences: Yes! A survey set of experiences without
regard to the fact that most gtudents are practicing teachers and have already

had a "survey" set of experiences. However, before proceeding, let's clarify
the notion, immediately, as to whethet ELE 508 has a plade at MSU. It does!

If there is a deficit in undergraduate experiences in teaching elementary school

math atict or a severe time lapse*here the st dent has been removed from mathematics A.

'teac ing, then ELE 508 is the course in,4rder. ELE 508 as a "survey" course will

: be mst logical for a nbn-practioing teacher of ,egementary school mathematics.

Conc itantl '', though, theipracticing teacher orelementary school mathematics
needs more t an ELE 508 has to offer, It also stands to reason that students in
the Thirty Hour Above and t4k.Speciallist Programs should be given other alternativet

for becoming more proficient:in one of the areas that each must teach and is

.'Oassified as "basic".' OuilAraduateS need more experiences that lead to proficiency

(more than just "minimum" cOmpetency).

It is a very tempting idea to change the. modus.operandi.of ELE 508 when teaching
off campUs.. The primary reason.for this is the preparation time due to limited'

library'fdcilities Away from campui., Coarse integrity is a Must and can best be

adhered to if the-support system is:available. A recOmmendation.on this matter

is f rthconeg.

Grading r 508 is a problem because if there is a list of activities

to be done ( rit xam excluded) students will work faithfully and diligently

at the level of perfs. ance determined by the instr.ctor. Needless to say, there

Is a real "fear of failure" among graduate student'. Marry to this facethe
notion that limy elementary pducation students are terrified at the 'mention of the

word "mathematics" and you will have the complete picture. The goal of the
.graduate program 1r1 IKS-truction and Learning shpuld'be to produce students that

are minimally literate in scholarly mattercrelatip to teaching and learning and
4.



-maximally predisposed tothe enhancement of teaching and leai'lling. 'The experience,

sofa'', indicates that by practicing this philosophy, by maktng the 'same kind of

-
emphasis in affecting-student performance, there tends to be a direct parallel in

, outcomes. A re(ommendation OR grading in ELE.508 is. forthcoming.
, ,

.
Suimarily, students that complete ELE 508 indicate posittve #eelings about

their experiences in the course. All course objectives are, never met. Students

feel Otremely rushed and wish there was greater emphasis on some component of

great importance to,thert.:They wish there were more modeling expariences by the

instructor -- particularly. in "gefting Johnny to . . .". (my personal assessment

'is that many. of the skills-that I have spent years develdping concerning the teaching-.
learning interaction during mathematical gituations asual4....get only a brief mention.
'tOnsequently, I never.really get to the point of helping teachers in demonstrating
successful'behavtor. The list goei on. . .). Generally, ELE 508 is a component

. of one of the most importanf experiences for which teachers are being held
accountabi-e and there ts no (-1-repeati) no opportuntty 'for prktqctency_experiencei
here'at Murray State .Uniyersity. . l, , .

: '4.`
'Recommendations:

.The goal of graduate and upper leyel offerings. .01 mathematics education should

.be directed towards proficiency in teaching mathematics. The mathematics departinent

, can provide experiences to make the student literate'', but Instruction and Leare4ng

must' provtde the leadership in helping students in-negOitating matters related to

.the teaching-learning process with schoo children, The basic structure for =

mathematics education here at Murray Staite should be ts in Figure 4.

MA HEMATICS EDUCATION K-8 A MUR Y STATE UNI ERSITY

perience.
Level

.

, . .

.

Literacy Th Mathematics.

. .

Methodology in Teachtng
,

Mathematics ,
,

-

/
Bachelors .

, .

.

,

t .

.

.

From MSpilath Dept.
MAT-Foundations
(3-6 hours) f._

,
,

- .,

From Department of Instruction
and Learning 8-6 hours

.

.

. Masteri
Fifth Year
'Endorsement
6f. i, .

-

Thirty Hours
Above and
Specialist

.

.

I
v
.

,

......_
,

.T
, .

- From MSU Math Dept,
MAT-Foundation

.4(if necessai-y)
.

,

. .

-

-.

. rj

.

:

From Department of
.

,
Instruction and Learning
I hours

..01
,

.

From Department of
Instruction and Learning

"3-9 hours .

Fig
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Figure 4. clearly outlines the necessity for literacy and methodology.
Both themathematics department any1 the department of.instYuction and learning
can share in the development of minimally competent and, to some degree, proficient

teacher§ of elementary school mathematics. At the present, MAT 115, MAT 315,
and MAT.517 make up the contribution offered by the mathematics departnent.
ELE 201 and ELE 508 make up the contribution offered by the,Department of
Instruction and Learning. However, the recommendation illustrated in Figure 4.
specifies d greater number of hours in methods-at both the undergraduate and
graduate levels.

I.

Recomendation One:

Dependeht upon the background of individual students in mathematics
foundations ELE 508 tan be taken in lieu of either NATIliL or MAT 315.
(This should affect a small number of students.) The rationale for this
recOmmendation is the fact tha some undergraduates already possess the
competency for' MAT*115 and/or MAT 315 and should be encouraged to take the
CLEP examination. The offsetting problem here are those that come from
the present structure of the'ISMEP approach. *However, as a nobler goal,
the integrity of teacher training is pt stake and a more facilitative
approach is necessary in the wake of the decreasing teacher education
population.

Recommendation Two:

ELE 508 be maintained as an upper level survey course in methodology.
and students with no elementary teach4ng experience and no under-
araduate methods course (i.e. ELE 201 oe SME 100-80) be the central
focus as a population.

The rationale for this recommendation is that ELE 508 will be.a necessary
attempt ait insuring minimum competency far people entering the elem*.ntary
school as a teacher of mathematics without having to duplicate the under-
graduate experience or suffer the consequences of an undergraduate course
number.

A

Recommendation Three:

ELE 508 noit be offered each and every semester. In order to control the
population flow and"to encourage popUlation flow into other mathematics
teaching experiences, a schedule of offering ELE 508 dnce during the
academic year and once during the summer may be more reasonable in meeting
both university and student needs.

Recommendation Four:

-Class enroll ment for ELE 508, necessarily, be limited to fifteen students.
In order for this experience to be a "modeling!' exPerience for teaching
mathematics in the elementary school, the smaller numbe'r is 'necessary.
To increase the number increases the likelihood of little or-no modifica-
tion of actual teaching behavior. The best that can result will-be "ideas".

-15-



As to whether the student ',!knowg" whit to do end can demOnstrate
his/fier competency, there will be serious question.

Reconmendati on4 Fi ve :

Three_classes be designed to increllse the profttiency level of

elementar

2
school teachers fn the teaChin9 of mathematics.

1
i

-

These ourses should be designed as follows:

ELE 6 : Teaehingliathematics in theaPrivery Grades K-2

Empha-iiiing:
-Hpw children learn to count

Aoior

-Activftiei and procedures for helping children in counting
-Diagnosing and remediating counting errors
-Helping children to describe experiences using numbers
-Helping children to describe spatial experiences using
geometric relations
-Helping children to describe experiences using gilphic

and symbolic representations
-Helping children to use graphic and sym6blic representations

in solving problems
7Successful wanagement models .

ELE 6 : TeNing Mathematics in.the Intermediate Grades 3-5

mphasiling:
-Diagnosing and rgmediating arithmetical errors

- Using measurement as a tool

-Developing the four basic algorithms
--Using spatial relatOons
-D6elopmentaland reinforcethe nt strategies fbr mastery

learning
-Problem solving using patterns and arithmetic

-Successful management models

9

46

SEC/ELE 5 : Teaching Mathematics in the Middle and Junior High

School Graciel 5-8
Emphasizing:

-Diagnosing And ivmediating arithmetical errors
--Deyeloping the four basic algorithms over the rational and real

numbers
-Develop wasurement concepts
-Career and life long use models
-Developmental and Teinforcement strategies iPbr mastery learning

-Problem solving
-Successful management 'Alternatives

Basically, these three courseS would pretty well cover the needs of

the students that tend to take ELE 508 presently. Also, students from Child

Studies, Special Education, arid Secondiry Education would have a clearer .

rationale for taking specific courses. The SEC/ELE 5 is planned to

incorporate the anticipated Middle School' CertificatioFickage presently

on the drawing boards.

4
4

01,
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V

Recohmendation Six:

The above recommended coursês each be. offered at least once ayear
but not more than twice.

Recommendation Seven:

evelo
or

Isere.

nt.time must be made available for writin the materials:-

Recommendation Eight:,.,
,

Developfient time must be made &Vailable for designing the three
new courses redommended in this paper.

eac et orps ro ect w e e.

Recommendation Nine:

'The grading system for ELE 508 be equivalent to credit-no crqdit,'

Because of thq affective and cognitive problems already alluded
to in this paper, this will allow for greater productivity and
involvement on the part of students and instructor. Also, because
students are most likely (because of evaluation.and assessment
weaknesses) to get "A's" and "B's", there will be less gede

,inflation. In all likelihood there will probably-be a better
Murray State product -- at least in the area of teaching elementary
school mathematics.

L

-4
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MATHEMATICS-EDUCATION: PROVIDING REGIONAL LEADERSHIP

Objectives

Population

rocedures

Preliminary Self As'sessment

Recommendation

a

1*.

0



" S'

Objectives:

Marray State needs to establish a mathematics laboratory fOr
Twoviding.services to area teathers. The ISMER program it a
fine first effort. However, there.needs to be a greater thrust -

that would enhance the Kenlake Council-of Teachers of Mathematics
aS well as negotiating specific services with school systems;

PopulatiOnZ

Because of the present change in teacher education, the future
will demand that Murray State4provide services to teachers that .

will not be seeking professiopal renewal through traditional
university courses, The needris there. This population is growing.

,

Ncedures:

To be determined.

Preliminary Self Assessment:

Teachers are not going to attend such courses without a personal
reason to their advantage. Very little has been done to assess how
teachers can be served in thip region.

Recommendations:

The Murray State Center for Innovation and Development and the
West Kentucky pucation Cooperative should-work together with those .

involved in mathematics education_in seeking both models.and funds
for establishing teacher renewal in mathematics teathing. These
offices should inform the faculty in mathematics education of grant
opportunities, etc. that will aid Murray State-in serving it's de-

signated geographic region.

oc

-18- .



APPENDIX A

CHECKLIST "Of Assignments fbis the Course: Teachimg of Mathematiés
(ELE 2 )

gnment (Task)

1.1 Complete the laboeatory.activities

Classifyin Oedering, Counting/

Symbols for-Number - Numeration

Atidition

Subtraction

Multiplication

'Division

Informal Geometry

Number Theory

Making Comparisons

Pictorial Representation

Chance

1.2 Use appropriate developmental aid (not just reinforcing)
in hdlping learners attain an identified objective.

2.1 zianswer all-questions in the assignment titled: Teaching
Strategies.

1

S.

A

, 2.2 During your experience with children, use a teaching
strategy consistent with-your desired outcomes.

(
0.1 Answer the question in the assignment titled:

Learning or Mastery and Maintenance.

3.2 When reinforCing a mathematical ide'a with chfldren, you
will demonstrate that you can maintain participati.on of
learners by your selection and by not overusing any
reinforcing strategy.

4.1 Answer he questions in the assignment titled: aioup_1215.
Assigning Tasks2 and the Use of Motivati.onal Devitet.

1

4.2 You will Use the knowledge of eich of your learners to
group, assign tasks, and in the implementation ofyour
lessons.,



5.1 Answer all questions in the ass gnmehi titled:. Goals,.
Scope and Sequence: 1(-8.

5.2 From the objectives K-8,Aelect an attainable objectfve
for your learners.

6.1 Hand in a documented rit.gprt of your teachinq,.

6.2 Teach acording to:, Guidelines forjeaching During the
Course,: Teaching of'Mathematfcs (EtE 21:51)..

Consider Ahe following when using psycho;motor (concrete or
manipulative) materials:

t

a. "The representation should force pupils to attach
meaning to thie symbols;

b. The representation should be mathematically honest
and not too phoney or contrived;

c. The representation should, if possible, be adoptable
to more advanced related work;

d. The representation should, if possible, lje adoptable
to more advanced potential physical hazards;

e. If the topic will eventually lead to an algorithm, the
interpretation should suggest the algorithm or, second
best, give answers that might suggest an algorithm.
(Consult THE ARITHMETIC TEACHER, Octobei4 1976 for more
detail.)

.Consider when using perceptual (pictorial, semiconcrete,
diagrammatic)'materials:

Neatness and clarity
Size and type of lettering
Relevance to the learner
Does the learner have to make several mental manueve'rs(to
"see" 'the idea?
Plus all of the ideas considered to psycho-motor_materials.

Consider, when material's are primarily verbal :

Clarity
Variability
Enthusiasm.
Use of student ideas
Criticism
Types of questions . .

Refer to psycho7motor or perceptual experience when necessary.

You will belbobserved and given feedback during your Work with
children. 3

AREA ONE - Tea'ching Through Developmental and Mastery Learning ,

Strategies

Rationale
9 r4
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In teaching elementary school mathematics, you use manipulative
(psycho-motor), pictorial (perceptual), or symbolic (verbal) materials
to develop understanding of a concept. You use a variety Of drill
and pract.ice techniques to help he learner Tain mastery of a concept
or sk4l1. The task for you is.to Welp the learner's attention and ,

interest and expedite as efficiently as po,stible the-attainment'of
specified goals.

Area One is designed to help 'yoll match. teaching .aids and proced-
ures. As an elementiry.school teacher, you will be certified to, '

teach anywhere.from the first grade to tfie eight.h gtade. The topics'. -
or strands taught in these grades are:

Non-Metric Geometry' .

Number a'nd Numeration Development
Operations and Their Properties
Mathematical Sentences
Measurement
Charts, Graphs, and Tables
Statistics and Probability

Please don't let these mathematical labels frighten you. Thete topics
or strands are dealt with very elementary and most teachers get to
feerquite comfortable with them.

Procedure:

For most --4q you it is going t/o take, the entire semester to com-
. plete itour obje tives or competendies for AREA ONE. Therefore, you
are advised to refer constantly to your cours% sch#dule to be sure
you are scheduling yoUr time wisely.

Answer all questioas and' omplete all tasks*for each ;objective
or competency.

TO DEKONSTRATE OBJECTIVE 1

(Demonstrate approprkately psycho-motorand perceptual aids in con-
ceptualizing mathematics concepts and skills.)

Complete the following tasks-:

ClassifO'ng, prdering, Counting
Symbols for Number-Numeration
Addition
Subtraction
Multiplication
Division

S.

Informal Geomptry
Number Theory
Making Comparisons
Pictorial Representation
'Chance

1.2 Use appropriate developmental aids (not just reinforcing)
in helping learners attain an ideotified objective

TO DEMUNSTWE OBJECTIVE 2

(Demonstrate the ability to segue
to themore abstract tom of exp9

e lea ning from "real experience"
nce.



Once you have decided what you are Oing to teach, it will
'then be important that you decide how yo. 'ate going to teach it..
The -particular objectite that you will meet here requires you to -

build on the learner's expetience in helping him/her in absteacting
i new idea. During this assignment, you wilt examine sOme ways of
building on experience. Your assignment for objective four will
alert you to the source of experience upon which you will build;

In helping you to develop stirategfes for developing Concepts
you will epmine ten specific methods. Ihese methods are:

a. Teach with high learner involvement---eyery child artici-
pates in the learning activity at the same time, ral,
physical or written displays).

b. 'Teach with analogy---use a story-type situation to'
demonstrate a concept.

c. Teach, using a form of analysis, is the method-of breaking
a concept down into a gtrep-by-step explanatiom.

Teach using rules or generalizations---state a rule or
generalization and then proceed to illustrate example--
constantly referring back tvo the rule,or generalization. -

e. Teach Using definition---a process similar to using rules
4 or generalizations with the distinguishing feature being

in the use of definition. The rule or definition along' with
true and false examples are dtsplayed. The learner must
tegt each example to determine illegal cases.

f. Teach using_ _guided laboratory activities---hear a prOblem
situation is created for the learner who Wen proceeds -
step by step (following instructions) in gathering data to
resolve a question already asked or suggest possible
hypothetical conclusions.

g. Teach using symbolic translation---in this instance the
learner uses new symbols for old concepts to generate a
special concept. (For instance, using place value and .

common fractions to extend the decimal numeration system.)

h. Teach using models---psycho-motor and perceptual aids are
used to ald in ailstracting a concept or giving meaning to
symbols.

i. Teach 'using examples---this method- differs from the 'methods
of analysis, rules, and definition in that the rule, defini--
tion, or generalization is not given to the learner. The
learner will usee"-it after many examples before q formal
statement of the rule or generaliiation.

Teach using pure discovery---(the-inquiry or Socratic
me_thodj, here the teacher asks a question about some problen
situation. The teacher continues ,to raise questions until
the problem situation has been resolved to the satisfaction
of a13 .parties.
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Complete the following tasks:

2.1 Answer all qustfons in the assignment titled Teaching
Strategies. (This assignment will be given to you in
class.) Resources for answering the questions are
supplied in the unit. Attending class and/or reading
related materials should be sufficient. The purpose of
the ass.ignment will help you to match your strategy
with your desired outcomes.

2.2 During your experience with children, use a teaching
strategy consistent With your desired outcomes.

TO DEMONSTRATE OBJECTIVE 3

(Demonstrates a variety of ways,of reinforcing learning fcr,mastery)

One of.the biggest/concerns and hence a source of management
problems is the use of repetition in aiding.learners to master and
remember specific concepts and skills. In mathematics there are
almost a myriad of skflls and subskblls. 1Unlike other subject
areas, mathematics skills.are not practiced and reinforced in 'our
normal communication mediums. You can imagine,children (and adults
as well) talking about place value, thtN area of a FectanTe4 or '

parallelograms. ,It is true that these ideas exist for the individual
in their private world but they are 'not usually referred to formally. ,

Not too many games, television shows, etc., real_ly refer to many of
the ideas learned An matftematics. For most children, if it were
not for schooling, the -amount of mathematics learned would be minimal
and consequently many doors would be almost automatically closed to
these learners.

Ihe teacher and the school 4re important when it comes to
LpArning most mathematics--that is--as we'traditionally view .

diementary,school mathematics.

Repetition can be boring and, rorst yet,.it, may create mental
blocks or negative attitudeS.which". will tend to stifle future learning
of Mathematics. How many of you can claim an exciting and enriching
experience in' matheMatics? Smile! You are one of the lucky ones.
From grades one through eight,,onathematics tends to be quite repe-,
titious. It appears to be going.in dircles each year with greater
difficully added each time, however, through it all,'learners have
to keep reviewing getting higher scores on accuracy and "seiing" the
new steps you have added.

Most of you will spernd anywhere from one week to a month on a
given unit--i:e, smbtraction of whole numbers. You will find that
many learners tend to forget what was learned from day to day or
wpek to week., (You can bet on month to month and over the summer
vacation.) So; is it poing.to be flash cards leryday? Worksheet
after worksheet every day and night? Games and nauseum? ,Keep teaching
the same old unit or tesson until,theycAt it? Continually drilling
ideas that are without meaning to the learner? But, HARK: There are

98



sane and rather pleasant ways of reinforcing learning for mastery
and maintenance. (There had better fie since approximately 50% of
your efforts 4s an elementary school teacher of mathematics will

- be Spent doing just that.)

During ,this assignment, you, will examine five of the mays of
making-arilli and practice Palatable. These are:

110.a. paper and pencil
b. mental and flash'cand
c. gaming
d. embedding in new concepts
e. enrichment

,

Complete the following tasks,

3.1 Answer the questiOns in the assignment titled:
Reinforcing Learning for Mastery and Maintenance,. By
the end of the assignment you will have ideas for
varying drill and practice using the five ways suggested.

3,2 When reinforcing a mathepatics idea with children, you
will demonstrate that you can malritain participation
of learners (by Your 'selection and by not.overusing any.
reinforcing strategy.)

TO DEMONSTRATE OBJECTIVE 4

(Demonstrate knowledge of'affective,concerns in learning Itathematics'
and how to deal with them.)

. Several courses can be designed around this objectiVe. This
objective will be life-long for most of us as we seek more efficient ,

ways to produce better mathematics learning. So please do not feel
slighted if you do not reaoh the level of adequacy for this obje'ctive..

The,effective concerns that will be dealt, with -here are those
that will assist the learner in directing his/her attentions toward
a specific objective. Some hindrances may come from very private,
social, phys.ical, and emotional needs. Other hindrances may stem
from intra.class room arrangements. While still others may stem
from the learner's."learning set"--the ways he gairis and processes
informatimn. Thislatter case will be attended/to mostly in this
a§signmetk.

f

How, one gains and processes information may imply the need for
individualization. It does; however, most of ydu will be in
situations yhere individualization will never be chieved. The bes,t
you will do will be little more than appiTach
Consequently this assignment will.examine some of the ways you
9roup, assi_gn learner tasks, and suggest some ways to use social
experience of learners as motivational devices.



CoMplete the fol.lowing ta'sks:

4:1 Answer the questions in the assignment tiqed: Grouping,
Asstgning Task, and the Use of Motivational Devfices.

4.2 You Op use the knowledge of each of your learners to
;group, assign tasks, and in the implementation of .your
lessons.

TO DEMONSTRATE OpylECTIVE 5 1

(DeRonstrate knowledge of the scope and sequence of cOncepts and
skillt taught from k,inlergar'ten throulh -e4ghth grade.)

v's

-"They don't really teach algebra in the elementary school, do
they?" 49111.hat's this I hear about geometry?" "I was really bad in
gomerty. In fact, I hated it." "And this stuff about probability.
and-statistics. I never,.even heard of it unfil I got to college.
Now they are teaching ft to elementaTy school children. NO WONDER
THE.2NEW MATH FAILED!"

"You have tO be kidding:'3That's what you call algebra: 'And
that geometry is so easy that any child ought to tie.ab(le,to do it.
And who would have ever guessed that school-age children.experience
more,pcobability and statistics in their everyday life than any othex
area of mathematics. TEACHING MATHEMATICS IS GOING TO BE EASY: I ,

KNOW AND UNDERSTAND' IT ALL'OR AT LEAST I KNOW I CAN!"

Each and every one of you will be able to exclaelm the.above
statement as you complete this assignmbent. Those of you that haye
already.peeked in Aextbooks can already exclaiffi it. This assignment
will be cnt of the shortest for this course. But PLEASE...don't
assume that you'are an authority on what is being taught in ,elemen-
tary cOrri,culum. There are many cognitive behavtors and curricula
topics in some school districts around this,country that address a
very unique set of mathematics.behavior and concepts not dealt with
here. However, you can feel assured that what you examine is.indica-
tive of that which is done in most sehool districts in this country.

Hopefully, in meeting the needs of Your learners you will be
able to prescribe a topic for study at their level of need and inter-
est. Yes? some of you will gain'enough to aid you in designing the ."

course of study for your learners--even without reinyenting the wheel.

'Complete the follOwing tasks:
11)

5.1 Answer all questions in the assignment titled: Goals ,

Scope and Sequence: K-8.

5.2 From the scope of objectives K-8, select an attainable
objective for your learners. Demonstrate the nearest
prerequisites-for the objective and the objective for
which your attainable objective is a prerequisite.

3 ')
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TO DEMONSTRATE OBJECTIVE 6\ ,

(Demonstrate the ability to help learners attain'an identified
objective.)

CAN YOU TEAtH?- Did you reach youi goal? Didlyou reach your goal
pat.tly? OK. pow do you know?, Your learners indicated so.

Was there a better way to do it?

Did you overlook something?

Did you really do what you said you were,going to do?

Do you feel,good about what you did?
^)

Well, there are several/ avenues .one could follow to help you
answer those questions. Basically, these woulTe ,either you looktng
at yourself while you teach or somebody else lo kihg at you while you
teach. Well, yob are truly fortunate. You are going to have itboth
ways!

'This objective or competency is the synthesit or the putting-it-
all-together objective. The emphasis will be. on feedback--
introspectively and extrospeatively.. It is.designed to assist you in
becoming that successful teacher you want to be. Remember this:
We can only assist you fn becoming that successful teacher. We can
be the most advanced profession and doctors, lawyers, etc. had
better take.heed.

Complete the followinl tasks:

6.1 'Use tests, work eets; lesson plans, evaluation, and
self-reports in, the documentation of your teaching. ,

ConsUlt the haridout titled: Guidelines for Teaching
During the'CouTse: Teaching Elementary-Sarool
Mathematics.

6.2 Teach in an elementary school classroom following the
'handout,titled: Guidelines for Teaching During_ the
'Course: .Teaching Elementary School Mathematics.

3 1
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I5MEP
Pall 1977

Grde Options: 42 MOI5s/A; 36 MODs03; 30 MODs/C
.

ReqUifed MODs Instructor(s)

100 - Introduction to SAPA, SCIS, and ESS Dr. Crafton

101 Use Of Calcula'tor

102 - Observing (Group Activity) sAPA)

Dr. Parker,.
Dr. CraftonT

Dr: Johnson
Dr. Crafton

103 - Numeration Dr. Parker
Activities 1, 2, 4, 5

104 - Material Objects (SCIS)
Observing, classifying

Crafton

Dr. Johnson
Dr, Cr-afton

105 - Numeration Dr. Parker
Activities 7, 8, 11, 12, Dr, Crafton

106 - Classifying (SAPA) Dr. Jorin'son
';Punch. Cards Dr4 Crafton

107,- Teaching Children:. Numeration
Activity 16°

108 -'Formulating Hypotheses (SAPA)
Hypothesizing concerning the behavior
of a mysfery light box

Dr. Craftbn
Dr. Parker

Dr.-Johnson
Dr: Craftbn

109 - Graphing Dr. ParkeY
ktivities 1, 3, 4, 7 Dr. Crafton

110 - Controlling Variabl-es' (SAPA) t Dr. Johnson ,

Climbting Liqwids Dr. Crafton.

111 - Graphing
Activities 8, 9, 10, 11

Dr. Parker
Crafton

112 7- Experimenting (SAPA) Dr. Johnson
Learning Codes . Dr. Crafton

. ,

.

i* 113 - Teaching Children: Graphing Concepts Dn. Crafton
.t

Dr. Parker
d

114 -.Seminar on Inquiry and Children Dr. trafton

115 - Rational.Nuilibers . Dr.. Parker
Activities 7, 8,'9, 10, 11 ,.

Dr, Crafton

oil.,

It

-

.d

1. .
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Required MODs (Continued,

116 - Small Things
. Observing

-t

117 - Rational fldmbers .

Activities 12, 13,, 14., 15, 16

118 - Characteristics of Living Things
. Observing, experimenting

119 - Rational Numbers
Activities 25, 27, 29, 30, 31

120 - EValuatiAg Video-Taped Science Lessons

121 - Teaching Chtldred.: Rational Numbering

Instructor(s)

Dr. Crgton

Dr. farker
Dr. Crafton

,Dr: Johnson
,e

Dr. Parker
Dr. Crafton

,Dr. Crafton
Dr. Johnson

Dr. Crafton
Dr. Parker

. 122 - The Chemistry of Life - Self Instructional Dr. Johnson
Module A

123 - Cell Structure and Function - Self
Instructional Module

124 - Life Cycles (SCIS)
Observing, communicating, defining
operationally

125 - COmmunitieS (-SCIS)
Controlling variablet, experimenttng

. 26 - Creating a MOD
Outlining: -objectives and final asseqsment Dr; Johnson

Dr. Johnson

Dr. Johnson

. Johnson-

Dr. Crafton

127 Peer Teaching (utiltzing MOD 125)

128 7 Teaching Children'(uNL:ing#M6D 125).

Dr.. Crafton
Dr. Johnson

Dr. Crafton
Dr. Johnson

_The followin7g are ELECT4VE MODs1 no more than 2/3 of these MODs
may come from either Science or Mathematics.

129 - Ntition
In erpreting Data, formulating hypothesis

130 - StiOuli and Responses
,Def\ining operationally-

1,31 - Org nims
Obs rving, classifying, inferring

132 - Pla t Groups
Obse ving, classi'fying '3 3

D . johnson

Dr: Johnson

Dr. Johnson

. Johnson '



glectiVe MODs (Continued)

133 - Animal Groups
Observing, class,ifying

Instructor(s)

Dr, Johnson

134 - Growing Things 4!) 1-. 'D . Crafton
Measuring, interpreting data

135 - Cell Division and Growth tDr . Johnson
Observing,,p,redicting, imterpreting 'data

136 - Mitosis . Dr. Johnsdn
Inferring

..1.

*137 - Adding and Subtracting Dr. Parker
, Activities 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 Dr. Crafton

*1.38 - Adding and Subtracting Dr. Parker
Activities 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 Dr. Crafton

*139 - Adding and Subtracting
Activities 16, 17, 20, 22, 26, Dr, Crofton

*140 - Tea ing ChildrIen: ,Adding,and Subtracting Dr. Parker
Dr. Crafton

Dr:Parker.

k

*111 - Numeration
Activities 3, 6, 9, 10, 14, 15 Dr: Crafton

*141- Graphing Dr. Parker
Activities' 2, 5; 64., 13, 14 Dr. Crafton

*143 - Rational Numbers Dr. Parker
ActiTities 17, 1922, 23, 26, 28 Dr. Crafton

Ct

Dr. yarker

J *144 - Rational Numbers Dr. Parker
Activities 17, 19, 22, 23, 26, 28'!..'; Dr. Crafton

*145 - RatiOnal Numbers or. Parker
Acttvities 33, 34; 35, 36, 37 Dr. Crafton

*146 - Exploring Chtldren's Thougfit: Or. Crafton'
Piaget-type,Interview Dr. Parker

*147 - Building teaching or games for Numeration, Dr. Parker.
Graphing, Adding and Subtracting and/or Dr. 'Crafton
sRational Numbers

*148 - Numeratian Activity 15; Graphing
Activities 13, 14; Rational Numbsers
Activities 47, 19

*Mathematids- MODs

Dr. Parker
Or..Crafton


